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Planning criteria continued

6.4.2 Network utilisation thresholds

Table 6.4.1 Network supply HV Security Standard
Security Description of Area or
Standard Customer type
Class

Size of
load
(MW)

Cable, line or
transformer fault

Double cable

Bus or switchgear fault

Transpower GXPs
A1

GXPs supplying CBD,
commercial or special industrial
customers

15-600

No interruption

Restore within 2 hours

No interruption for 50% and
restore rest within 2 hours

B1

GXPs supplying predominantly
metropolitan areas (suburbs or
townships)

15-600

No interruption

Restore within 2 hours

No interruption for 50% and
restore rest within 2 hours

C1

GXPs supplying rural and semi
rural areas (Region B)

15-60

No interruption

Restore within 4 hours (Note 1)

No interruption for 50% and
restore rest within 4 hours

GXPs in remote areas

0-1

D1

(Note 1)

Restore in repair
time

Restore in repair time

Restore in repair time

Orion 66kV and 33kV subtransmission network
A2

Supplying CBD, commercial or
special industrial customers

15-200

No interruption

Restore within 1 hour

No interruption for 50% and
restore rest within 2 hours

A3

Supplying CBD, commercial or
special industrial customers

2-15

Restore within 0.5
hour

Restore 75% within 2 hours
and the rest in repair time

Restore within 2 hours

B2

Supplying predominantly
metropolitan areas (suburbs or
townships)

15-200

No interruption

Restore within 2 hours

No interruption for 50% and
restore rest within 2 hours

B3

Supplying predominantly
metropolitan areas (suburbs or
townships)

1-15

Restore within 2
hours

Restore 75% within 2 hours
and the rest in repair time

Restore within 2 hours

C2

Supplying predominantly rural
and semi-rural areas (Region B)

15-200

No interruption

Restore within 4 hours (Note 1)

No interruption for 50% and
restore rest within 4 hours

C3

Supplying predominantly rural
and semi-rural areas (Region B)

4-15

Restore within 4
hours (Note 1)

Restore 50% within 4 hours
and the rest in repair time (Note 1)

Restore within 4 hours (Note 1)

C4

Supplying predominantly rural
and semi-rural areas (Region B)

1-4

Restore within 4
hours (Note 1)

Restore in repair time

Restore 75% within 4 hours
and the rest in repair time (Note 1)

(Note 1)

Orion 11kV network
A4

Supplying CBD, commercial or
special industrial customers

2-4

Restore within 0.5
hour

Restore 75% within 2 hours
and the rest in repair time

Restore within 2 hours

A5

Supplying CBD, commercial or
special industrial customers

0.5-2

Restore within 1
hour

Restore in repair time

Restore 90% within 1 hour
and the rest in 4 hours (use
generator)

A6

Supplying CBD, commercial or
special industrial customers

0-0.5

Use generator to
restore within 4
hours

Restore in repair time

Use generator to restore
within 4 hours

B4

Supplying predominantly
metropolitan areas (suburbs or
townships)

0.5-4

Restore within 1
hour

Restore in repair time

Restore 90% within 1 hour
and the rest in 4 hours (use
generator)

B5

Supplying predominantly
metropolitan areas (suburbs or
townships)

0-0.5

Use generator to
restore within 4
hours

Restore in repair time

Use generator to restore
within 4 hours

C5

Supplying predominantly rural
and semi-rural areas (Region B)

1-4

Restore within 4
hours (Note 1)

Restore in repair time

Restore 75% within 4 hours
and the rest in repair time (Note 1)

C6

Supplying predominantly rural
and semi-rural areas (Region B)

0-1

Restore in repair
time

Restore in repair time

Restore in repair time

Note 1. Assumes the use of interruptible irrigation load for periods up to 48 hours.
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Orion New Zealand Limited

We record loads on our zone substation 11kV feeder cables
at half hour intervals. This information is used to prepare
an annual reinforcement programme for our network.
Reinforcements recommended in this plan are generally
based on winter loading for the Christchurch metropolitan
areas (Region A) and on summer loading for the Banks
Peninsula and Canterbury Plains areas (Region B).
Growth at the 11kV distribution level is largely dependent
on individual subdivision development and customer
connection upgrades. Growth in excess of the system
average is not uncommon and localised growth rates are
applied as necessary. Zone substations, subtransmission and
distribution feeder cables are subject to four distinct types
of peak load:
1) Nominal load – the maximum load seen on a given
asset when all of the surrounding network is available
for service.
2) N-1 load – the load that a given asset would be subjected
to if one piece of the network was removed from service
due to a fault or maintenance.
3) N-2 load – the load that a given asset would be subjected
to if two pieces of the network were removed due to a
fault or maintenance.
4) Bus fault load – the load that a given asset would
be subjected to if a single bus was removed from
service due to a fault or maintenance. A bus is part
of the configuration of equipment in a substation.
The operational flexibility and reliability of a substation
greatly depends upon the bus scheme.
As defined in our security of supply standard, the location
and quantity of load supplied by a feeder has a bearing
on whether all or only some of the four load categories
described above should be applied to an asset for analysis.
If the peak load reaches 70% or the N-1, N-2 or bus fault
load reaches 90% of the asset capacity then a more detailed
review of the surrounding network is instigated.

6.4.3 Capacity determination for new projects
When a capacity or security gap is identified on the
network we consider different capacity options as solutions.
For example, a constrained 11kV feeder can be relieved by
installing an additional 11kV feeder to the area. But if the
zone substation supplying the area is near full capacity then
it may be more cost effective to bring forward the new zone
substation investment and avoid the 11kV feeder expense
altogether.
When comparing different capacity solutions we use the net
present value (NPV) test. The NPV test is an economic tool
that analyses the profitability of a projected investment or
project, converting the value of future projects to present
day dollars. NPV analysis generally supports the staged
implementation of a number of smaller reinforcements.
This approach also reduces the risk of over-capitalisation
that ultimately results in stranded assets.

10 Year Asset Management Plan

Section 6

Planning our network

The capacity of a new zone substation and 11kV feeders
is generally dictated by the desire to standardise network
equipment. The capacity of a zone substation and
transformer/s is based mainly on the load density of the area
to be supplied and the level of the available subtransmission
voltage. Developing a network based on standardised
capacities provides additional benefit when considering
future maintenance and repair. Transformers and switchgear
are more readily interchangeable and the range of spares
required for emergencies can be minimised.
When underground cable capacities are exceeded, it is
normally most effective to lay new cables. When overhead
line capacities are exceeded, an upgrade of the current
carrying conductor may be feasible. However the increased
weight of a larger conductor may require that the line
be rebuilt with different pole spans. In this case it may
be preferable to build another line in a different location
that addresses several capacity issues. In Region A the
installation of a new line will require a Resource Consent
under the Christchurch District Plan.
New upper network capacity is installed only once new
load growth has or is certain to occur. In the short term,
unexpected or accelerated load growth is met by utilising
security of supply capacity.
We discuss our approach to increased capacity in our
architecture and network design document.
Table 6.4.2, over, provides a summary of our standard
network capacities.

Reinforcements
recommended in this
plan are generally
based on winter loading
for the Christchurch
metropolitan areas
(Region A) and on
summer loading for the
Banks Peninsula and
Canterbury Plains areas
(Region B).
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